Dynamical studies of peptide motifs in the Plasmodium falciparum circumsporozoite surface protein by restrained and unrestrained MD simulations.
The immunodominant region on the circumsporozoite surface (CS) protein of the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum contains 37 repeated copies of a asparagine-alanine-asparagine-proline (NANP) motif NMR studies of linear synthetic peptides containing one, two or three repeat units provided evidence for nascent type I beta-turns within the NPNA cadence in aqueous solution. The beta-turns could be stabilised upon substituting proline for alpha-methylproline (p(Me)) in the dodecamer (NP(Me)NA)3, without loss of the ability to elicit antibodies cross-reactive with P. falciparum sporozoites. In this work, four 4 ns MD simulations of the dodecapeptide Acetyl-(NP(Me)NA)3, in water, using NOE distance restraints, using 3J-coupling constant restraints, using both these restraints and without restraints, were carried out to determine the conformations of this peptide in aqueous solution. An unrestrained MD simulation of the unmethylated Ac-(NPNA)3 peptide in water was also carried out to investigate the effect of the additional methyl groups on the structure and dynamics of the peptide. The application of NOE distance restraints and 3J-coupling constant restraints leads to contradictory results, probably due to different averaging time scales inherent to the measurement of these data, which exceed the 100 ps averaging applied in the simulations. The additional methyl groups lead to more compact structures, which display enhanced local fluctuations. The central tetrapeptide adopts a type I beta-turn, while the outer motifs display more conformational variability. The three motifs in the methylated dodecamer peptide, however, adopt frequently in the distance restrained MD simulation a compact structure such that the outer motifs appear to form a hydrophobic core by stacking of their two proline rings. This arrangement also suggests how a peptide containing multiple tandemly linked copies of a stable beta-turn NPNA motif might adopt a folded stem-like structure, which conceivably may be of biological relevance in the native CS protein.